
What is APEX? 
APEX is an intelligent ecosystem that seamlessly connects agencies to reporters through Stenograph’s 
industry-leading court reporter so�ware, CATalyst. It is the only solution that allows you to handle all aspects 
of a job, from scheduling to billing, and everything in-between, from a single application.

APEX enables agencies and reporters to increase revenue, reduce operating costs and improve ease of doing 
business, making you up to 50% more e�cient and doubling capacity. Without any additional investment in 
people, so�ware, or systems, APEX can save your agency up to 800 hours a year and provide increased upsell 
opportunities by up to $1,000 per job.

COURT REPORTER SOFTWARE INTEGRATION
Integration with Stenograph’s industry-leading court reporter so�ware, CATalyst, allows agencies 
to communicate with reporters in a streamlined, dedicated manner while reducing the time it takes 
to schedule a reporter. Agency capacity for scheduling and billing is doubled, providing an overall 
savings of up to 1-2 hours a job. 

ACCESS TO RESOURCE PROFILES
Easily view reporter rates, skills, services, certi�cations, and travel considerations. The onboarding 
experience is enhanced, and the process is streamlined, increasing e�ciency by 50% and saving an 
agency up to 30 minutes to 1 hour per resource.

JOB CREATION WORKFLOW OPTIMIZATION
Emails and o�cial documents, like Notice of Deposition, are automatically ingested into APEX. 
Details are used to populate job tickets, reducing the time it takes to create a ticket by up to 50%.

AI POWERED SCHEDULING
Assists agencies in evaluating job needs and compares them to resource services, helping agencies 
select the right resource for the job and improving e�ciency by 50%, saving approximately 30 min 
per resource.

AI ENHANCED SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES
APEX suggests additional services based on client history or standing orders, increasing agency 
revenue opportunities by up to $1,000 per job.

BLOCKCHAIN SECURITY
Powerful technology safeguards con�dential information and preserves the chain of custody for the 
transcript and other important documents.

YESLAW PRODUCTION TOOLS
APEX integration with YESLaw provides you with an integrated work�ow that also handles video 
and audio syncing. There is no additional monthly charge for YESLaw which includes auto-sync 
and requires no upfront investment.

BILLING AND PAYMENT SIMPLIFICATION.
Review invoices, bill clients, and pay reporters, all from within APEX.
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Interested in learning more about how APEX can help you
double capacity without any additional investment

 in people, software, or systems?  

Contact Enterprise Sales: 
1-800-910-5009 

Email us:
enterprise@stenograph.com

  

FEATURE APEX Competitors

Access to resource profiles  

Artificial Intelligence
Auto ingestion of client emails  

Artificial Intelligence
Auto ingestion of Notice of Deposition

Artificial Intelligence Powered Resource Matching  

Blockchain Security 

Integration with reporter software, CATalyst   

Central Document Repository

Electronic Billing and Payment  

Integrated YESLaw Production Tools  

Targeted User Dashboard  

Automated Invoice Creation

Basic Scheduling Entry 

Calendar Views

Case Level Information

Case Lookup and Job Search

Customized Rate Tables 
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